The Electric Power Track activities at HICSS began twenty years ago. This is an account of its history, its focus, and its impact over those years.
Introduction
This paper is being written as an account of my recollections of the twenty-year evolution of the Electric Power Systems (EPS) Track at HICSS on the occasion of the celebration of the half-century of the Conference. I initiated the Track in 1996 and as a result, the first set of papers were presented at HICSS-30 in January of 1997 on the Big Island of Hawaii. These recollections are very personal and as such they contain all the distortions that time and memory recall creates. Since these are my recollections (my written records are not as complete as I would have liked) there are bound to be some omissions and inaccuracies for which I apologize.
Also, I am a technical writer and writing this type of historical narrative is unfamiliar to me. Nevertheless, it is my hope that the passion and enthusiasm I felt for the activity that took place over the past twenty years will be apparent.
To begin with some context, the Hawaiian International Conference on Systems Sciences (HICSS) held it's first meeting on Oahu, Hawaii in January of 1968. Its organizers were all involved in the evolution of what we refer to today as the Internet. While I have always been involved in the electric power business, and while many of the HICSS founders were schooled as electric engineers in curricula that included electric power, they became known for their contributions to the new field of computer communications. The ALOHAnet, a pioneering computer networking system developed at the University of Hawaii, became operational in June 1971, and was the first public demonstration of a wireless packet data network. Development of the ALOHA network was begun in September 1968 at the University of Hawaii under the leadership of Norman Abramson along with Franklin Kuo, Wes Peterson and others. According to [1] , "The genesis of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS) according to Norm Abramson, one of it founders, was to address a concern among a number of people intimately involved in computing at the University of Hawai'i that Hawai'i might be considered too remote by many people and somehow left out of the mainstream of activity in this exciting field. He and a small group of colleagues decided to start a conference to "bring potential collaborators and colleagues to Hawai'i and make sure they were not left isolated out in the Pacific Ocean." While its founders were especially interested in computer and communication subjects, over time HICSS has evolved to a general-purpose conference that provides " a forum for the exchange of ideas, research results, development activities, and applications" and "brings together qualified interdisciplinary professionals in a highly interactive environment." It was into this environment that the topic of electric power was eventually integrated as a Track some thirty years later. The focus of the papers presented in this mini-track collectively involved a crossdisciplinary look at issues associated with the worldwide movement to restructure electric power systems. The call for papers for this mini-track indicated that it was "especially interested in identifying the effects and impacts of institutional change (proposed or in place). It is especially interested in new tools and methodology, that is, the technical underpinnings needed to transition the system from the old to the new. Therefore, papers on topics related to the affected elements of restructuring of an electric power industry were of special interest." The papers presented covered a range of issues from institutional to technical and from policy to educational. The first paper in the session described four possible scenarios for future systems and makes the point that the future US electric power system may contain versions of all of them and not just one. It also laid the foundation for technical work that would need to be done to see these scenarios emerge in an orderly fashion. Ten of the remaining sixteen papers dealt with various elements of these technical issues. One paper addressed the educational challenges of a curriculum for the restructured industry. The remaining papers focused on technical challenges that existed because the system was comprised of certain elements and needed to operate in harmony regardless of the institutional arrangements that govern the people who plan and operate the system. It is also important to understand the general state of the electric power business in the U.S. prior to 1997 when the first "power track" began at HICSS-30. A watershed event for the electric power industry occurred in 1965 with the occurrence Northeast blackout. Widespread outages such as this were previously unheard of. At the time all US utilities were vertically integrated, highly regulated, and were for the most part, very reliable and economic. The Center was established as an NSF I/UCRC by myself (Cornell), Peter Sauer (Illinois), Robert Lasseter (Wisconsin), Felix Wu/Shmuel Oren (Berkeley) and James Momoh (Howard). PSerc is also still in existence today as a 13-school consortium.
A Short History of the evolution of the Electric Power Track at HICSS
As the Director of the new Center I was looking for several ways to foster the fledgling community of researchers, to focus the work, and to make the work of the PSerc center and the wider community available to the power industry through publication of results in a recognized and accessible forum. In 1996 Ralph Sprague offered me one opportunity by allowing me to organize what today is the Electric Energy Track (EES) at HICSS.
The PSerc leadership and the five member school researchers enthusiastically supported the idea. The first electric power session was held in 1997 at HICSS-30 with 16 papers being presented. Over the next five years, from 1996 to 2001, PSerc grew to twelve schools and as member schools were added so were researchers. In addition, a wider network of industry consultants, industry engineers, National Laboratory researchers, and others who were associates or collaborators with PSerc researchers began to submit papers to the activity. We were well on our way to establishing a sustainable HICSS Track.
Organization of the Track
From the beginning a Track planning process was established that has been used every year to plan the program for the following year. This process has contributed strongly to the creation of the talented pool of HICSS Electric Energy System Track alumni. The EPS Track (a term I use here to refer to the Track with its several titles used over the years) has always consisted of two days of sessions, eight sessions in all, with three or four papers per one-and-onehalf-hour session. That structure limits the total paper count to a maximum of thirty-two papers. The planning process consists of a nominal two-hour session the morning of the fourth day of the conference, after all Electric Power Track papers have been presented. The session is announced several times during the formal Track paper sessions and everyone is encouraged to attend. The Track Chair is responsible for running the meeting.
The meeting usually begins with a review of the basic tenets under which the Track operates. These tenets include: (1) everyone who presents a paper must, to the extent possible, attend the full two days of paper presentations. Those who present their paper and leave are not invited back, (2) senior researchers should present papers.
Student presenters, while allowed in certain circumstances, should be by exception, (3) written papers are required with few if any exceptions and all papers will be submitted to the review process, (4) Minitrack Chairs are expect to actively recruit papers from excellent researchers in areas important to the conference and (5) discussions and interchange is of paramount importance during the conference.
At that point statistics concerning the just completed track session are presented (paper acceptance rate, number of conference and Track attendees, session attendance numbers, etc.) and the results evaluated through open discussion. Next, new topics deemed important for next year are developed through discussion, the minitrack chairs for next years meeting are chosen, and the outline of next years program is completed. This planning session is usually attended by upwards of 20 participants.
After the planning session is complete the minitrack chairs write their proposal for next year based on the discussion and the Track Chair integrates them into a proposal that is submitted to the HICSS leadership for consideration. 
In 2010 I invited Tom Overbye to cochair the track with the idea that he would eventually assume the role of sole Track Chair and he accepted. I was planning on stepping down within three years, as I was unsure of my ability to continue to travel to Hawaii. I retired from Cornell University in 2010 and had limited travel resources. Yet, here it is, 2017, and I am still the track co-chair!
Evolution of Track themes -from Restructuring to Transactive Energy
At the time the electric power HICSS track activity began the electric power industry was beginning to deal with a major path of change. FERC In 1997 when the first Track papers were presented almost all of them dealt with various problems associated with restructuring the industry. In 1996 I had met Jay Nunamaker who was chairing the Track on Collaboration Systems and Technology at HICSS. At the time Jay was a Professor at the University of Arizona and Head of the Center for the Management of Information that he founded in 1985. He was involved in a research program in collaborative processes and technologies that included collaborative writing. So, I approached him with an idea to host a group of electric power researchers at his facility where we would collaboratively write a document outlining our collective vision for the "end game" for restructuring. With the help of Tom Schneider, who was then at the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), we organized the activity and the group went to Arizona to collaboratively write using the tools Jay and his lab were developing. The first paper [3] in the first Electric Power session at HICSS-30 is entitled "Underlying Technical Issues in Electricity Deregulation". It reports on the outcome of the workshop and summarizes its findings. The paper is the collective work of the following workshop participants: So, HICSS had an impact from the beginning.
While many of early HICSS papers were concerned with the move to wholesale markets for generation, they were always grounded in either engineering or economic issues or both. Computing, simulation, and data issues, among others, were also present driven by the idea of designing a competitive supply side market while preserving the reliability and economic efficiency of the aggregate system under the the obligation to serve a fixed-price regulated demand side.
After a time wholesale market design began to focus on what was needed for the provision of the six ancillary services through market mechanisms. The six services are: (1) scheduling and dispatch, (2) Var support, (3) frequency regulation, (4) spinning reserves, (5) supplementary reserves, and (6) energy imbalance. So, the Track began seeing papers addressing these topics.
As policy changes in Washington began driving the integration of renewable energy resources, principally wind and solar, into large-scale electric supply and delivery systems, the research began to shift in that direction. The intermittent nature of these technologies is especially challenging and remains a vigorous research topic today.
Today there is also great interest in topics of demand response, micro grids, and storage. Storage is the Holy Grail for electric power systems and will be a real game changer is it becomes economical, efficient, and and widely deployed. A good deal of research is beginning to take place on developing a transformation of the distribution network to a more active player. The topic should provide fodder for research for years to come.
The term Transactive Energy is beginning to enter the lexicon of electric power research. A transaction is an exchange or transfer of exchangeable products, services, rights, or funds.
According to [4] , "Transactive energy refers to the use of a combination of economic and control techniques to improve grid reliability and efficiency." This rubric puts some formality to much of the work that has been evolving at HICSS and elsewhere for some time now. There is no doubt that we will see more work in this area for some time to come.
There were many memorable moments over the years. In addition to the presentations by Nobel Prize winner Vernon Smith, there were presentations by CEO of the PJM Interconnection, Terry Boston, The CEO of the NYISO, Steve Whitley, and HECO Vice President Karl Stahlkopf, among other luminaries. One of the most memorable presentations was by my colleague Richard Schuler. The group had just finished listening to a paper presentation when a blackout occurred and the room went dark except for the light from the computer screens. The next speaker announced that he couldn't present his paper without his PowerPoint slides. What to do? Dick Schuler stood and said "I'll give my talk, I don't need to use my slides". He proceeded to present his paper without notes in a room lit only by computer screens and cell phones. When he was done the lights came back on and the session continued without missing a beat. Amazing!
Best Papers
Every Track, and there are now eight of them, give an award for the single best paper in each Track each year. Current practice is for the Track Chairs to announce the awards, each in turn, at a special ceremony held on the last day of the Conference after lunch and before the final afternoon sessions begin. It has been my distinct pleasure to have handed the award to every electric power Track winner since 1997. The award, in addition to the recognition it conveys, consists of a certificate mounted in a Koa wood frame. Koa is a wood native to Hawaii and is legendary in terms of its sacred and highly revered heritage. Best paper nominations are provided to the Track Chair(s) by the mini-track Chairs. All of the nominations are indicated each year in the conference program. The winner from the list of nominations are chosen by the Track Chairs through a process involving a small Committee that varies from year to year.
It is interesting to peruse the list of best papers for both the range of content and the range of disciplinary expertise. 
Ancillary Activities
In addition to the formal activities Track the group found ways to enjoy the venue and each other's company. In the early days the larger group would set aside an evening to have dinner together at a nice restaurant. One of the more memorable dinners was in 1999 at Mama's on Maui attended by 24 friends and colleagues. In 2000 a group of 14 chartered a boat and went Marlin fishing off the coast of Maui. We didn't catch anything but had a great time.
One of the features of all of the conference hotels is a waterslide located at the pool. The slides on Maui, the Big Island, and Kauai are different but all are fun and not just for kids. The slides on Kauai and the Big Island take about 10 seconds to traverse from top to bottom while the Maui slide is longer and takes about 12 seconds. In 2003 Pete Sauer decided to organize a waterslide competition to be held right after the planning session and before lunch and the best paper award. Rules were established and Pete even had a trophy made in Illinois that he brought with him to award to the winner each year. Competitors would show up at the planning session in bathing suits so as to not waste time changing. In this way they could get in some practice runs before the competition began. There would be a person acting as the timer, usually Pete, with a stopwatch standing at the top of the slide. He would start the timer and, when the splash occurred at the bottom, stop it and record the time. Three runs were permitted but not required and the winner was the person who had the best run out of their three tries.
Who can forget the 2007 competition on the big island when, after three runs Tom Overbye and Shmuel Oren's fastest runs were identical in recorded time. The solution was to have a run off. Tom went first and recorded an even better time than his best. Shmuel was determined. He stood at the top of the slide, stared at who knows what, threw himself down the slide landing several feet from the top of the slide with a momentous "thud", and he was off. In the end, he beat Tom's best time by 0.22 seconds in the final run to win his second trophy (he was the 2004 winner as well). The last waterslide competition was held in 2012, the last year Pete attended the conference.
Conclusions
This year, the 50 th year of the conference, will be the 21 st year of the electric power track in its various incarnations. For me, it has been technically all that I could have hoped for. It has taken place in a venue that is as good as any in the world. The people, the papers, the discussions, and activities have been top notch. My sincere thanks are due to all who have contributed over the years. And a special thanks to Tom Overbye, Pete Sauer, Tim Mount, Dick Schuler, Shmuel Oren, and Richard Tabors for their help in making it the success it has been. And of course, a special thanks to Ralph Sprague for his support over the years.
